STEEL PAIL WITH POLY BOTTLE INSERT
The steel pail with a poly bottle insert can be manufactured in an open head straight-sided or
a tighthead style pail. This container is intended for products that need to be packaged in
plastic but warrant the protection of a steel pail. It is a great option for overseas and
domestic shipments where durability and overall package integrity is a concern.
Features and Speciﬁcations
The strength and reliability of a steel pail
UN approved for packaging groups II and III hazardous materials
Maximum UN rating for the open head straight-side style: UN6HA1/Y1.8/100
Maximum UN rating for the tighthead style: UN6HA1/Y1.6/190
For use with a 5.3 gallon pail
Steel pail style available: Straight-sided and tighthead
Full range of exterior colors and lithography available
Product compatibility testing required

UniPak™ SYSTEM
The UniPak™ System allows for two separate products to be shipped in one UN rated
container. An ideal packaging choice for two part coatings in which a catalyst must be
segregated from the base product until mixing prior to application. The UniPak™ System
includes a specially designed steel cover to work with an extended lip plastic tray or cradle.
The plastic cradle is designed to hold a 1 gallon tin can while the plastic tray is designed to
hold either free ﬂowing material, a small container or bag.
Features and Speciﬁcations
UN approved for packaging groups II and III hazardous materials
UN ratings available: UN1A2/Y1.6/50 or UN1A2/Z2.5/50
Reduces inventory cost, freight expense and handling charges
For use with a: 5, 6 and 6.5 gallon pail
Steel pail style available: Nested
Plastic cradle sizes available to hold either a 1 gallon or 1⁄2 gallon tin can
Product compatibility testing required

STEEL PAIL WITH FULL PLASTIC LINER
A steel pail with a full plastic liner is an ideal package when you need the compatibility of
plastic and the strength of steel.
Features and Speciﬁcations
UN approved for packaging group II and III hazardous materials
UN ratings available: UN1A2/Y1.8/100
For use with a 5.3 gallon pail
Steel pail style available: Nested
Product compatibility testing required

